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Chapter One

NCE, COMPLEXITY AND THE FLUID METAPHORS

-1-

J
Our research was initiated in response to a request for proposal's issued

-

by the National,Institute of Education in 1978 to study informal networks in

. educational contexts, particularly those related to innovation. The focus o'f

our inquiry is schwl-community.relations in Pontiac, Michigan between

1971-1981. Our goal is to develop a conceptual model based upon field work

that will explain how netWorks function.

Pontiac must be considered a highly turbulent environment. Schools, and

, all other local institutions, have
4.

fiad tb'adapt to increasing-levels-Of.'
' w ,

complexity. This report will describe and angli,ie how
complex,

ity increased
- ,

. ...

(Part II: "Sociologicat View qf an All American.City"). We will analyze and
_!

-v.;

compare five. networks in the crmunity from cAie we will suggest an

interbrganizational network that reflects school and coMmunity rel4pions at

the present moment (Part III: "Network Investigation: Differences and.

Similarities"): Based upon Our study, we will make some'statements concerning

networks in educational innovation thatspave,policy implications. (Part IV:

'Social Networks, Educational Innovation and Change".) 'However, the central"

duct of our inquiry, as requested in the call for proposals by The National

,In ittite of Education, is to present a conceptual mbdel of how social

netW ks operate. We call this.todel "The Work of Nets" because we came to it

by t ,to understand what social networks do in a given Acial context:

what fd tions networks perform. Our concepts evolved'from our field

experienc\

\

in a turbulentenvironment;. from an analysis of network literature

$

' I.
J0.
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concerning the functions of networks in a variety of situations; and from our

own particular interests in the sociology of knowledge.

Although we have divided he report into four distinct sections and have

tried to make it possible for each section to be read fndependently of the

others, we point out that the four 'parts are anchored in the total research

experience and all the ideas are interrelated. However, we recognize that

different audience's may be interested in one section rather than another. For

this reason, we have designed Part I for professional social scientists,

especially soCialsnetwork researchers; Part II, for residents and community

leaders in Pontiac'w,ho have expressed interest in the study. (For this reason,

we have removed all technical terms in Part II and presented it on a

descriptive analysis. However,'in Fart III we'llave translated the content

into network terminology.) Part III, is a research report based upon findings,

in the fielOnd the foundation of:our comments id Part I. Part IV is
t,o"

prepared Sfor educational pdlicy makers who look to networks as a.possible

strategy to- facilitate educational change. e believe that such a separation

of the report is a realistic assessment.of the liarticular ineerests of our

audience andwill make 'the study more useful.

r



Locating this lesearch

The point is worth repeating: sincesthe,

,adoptionpf any particular researh question
implies that conturrent acceptance of a number
of assumptions about social networks, and
because these assumptions will necessarily
interact with the ones associated either
implicitly or explicitly with the research
design (which includes the analytic techniques),
it is necessary to explicate the goals of.the
research study as completely as possible, and to
constantly review all phases of the study from
this-perspective.

William D..Richardg, "A

CognitiveConstructivist Approach to
Communication.Network Analysis."

3

The major focus of network research has been the examination of social

structure.. Networks have been particularly useful in documenting

relatiOnship's'graphically, so that, according/to Leinhardt, networks are the

means of operaiionalizing social structure. He explains that this is

accomplished by representing structure in terms:

. . . of a system of social relations tying distinct social entities to
one another. Within this framework the issue of structure in social
relations becomes one of pattern of systematic organization." 1977:xiii.

Social network researchers employ a variety of research approaches to the

study of social' tefationships, pursuing different questions and utilizing

several disciplines. For example, psychologists and social psychologists have

4e0,,x,am.iened personal or egocentered networks, particularly,those related to

sociability and friendship, support systems and communication. Sociologists

have been successful in using network anal/ses to examine interlocking

.."-"directorates, migration and power structut/es. Organizational researchers have

developed-interorganizational analyses using network coAtepts.

Anthropologists have used social network as a metaphorical umbrella to

organize myriads of detail concerni g kinship, work associations and field
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interactions. Among%11 network researchers there has been a groWing interest

in the content of,flows across ntwork channels, as well s a major concern

\,
aoout methodological issues. The 'latter has be'come so dominant in the

iiterature that some critics have Called network research a method rather than1

a Iheoretical orientation.

Our.particular research, part of the ommunity studies tradition concerned

with the division of laboLiand its consequences lor social organization,

reflets the classical theories of Tonnies, Simmel,*Durkheim, and the more

recent work 'of Roland Warren, Robert Nisbet, Barry Wellman and Herbert Gans.

Network researchers have demonstrated that social ties need not be anchored

geographically. They propose a view ot community composed of overlapping

0
groups, or semi-groups, connected to each other by multiplex ties, generated

through different kinds of,telationships. The "web of group affiliations"

(Simmel) and "the network city" (Craven/Wellman) are examples of network

images of urban society, in which the individual is not an isolated, anomic

unit, but a participant in many different forms of association.

A newer tradition inccQmmunity studies influenced by netWork.research is

1
that of community as an interorganizatiodal arena or field. The organization,

rather' than the individual, is the unit of investigation.

As Turk (1979) explains:

"Human "life has become organizational life. The actions
and interactions of political parties, schools, agencies,
churches, r,gvolutionary groups and like are the affairs of
cities, natiOns, ind still larger communities--and even
constitute their identities. Indeed, the production of
community output falters where organizations are not
important, few or limited in variety." (3)

Community decision organizations operate within a domain, or sodial territory,

that ii supported and bounded by ideological consensus regarding the function

of the organization. In this, each organization tries to maintain domain
4
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independence. However, once an interorganizational fieldis established,

there are limits upon subsequent interorgani.zational behavior. According to

Galaskiewicz, (1979) law, tradition, ideology, norms of reciprocity and the

sheer complexity of dependency relationships discourage further relational

jockeying. By charting interactions between organizations in the field, it is

possible to understand how domains structure community life.

We have drawn upon both network traditions in examining school and

community relations in Pontiac. We view the school as one organization among

many competing within the communiti field for resources while trying to

maintain an autonomous domain. At the same time, we recognize that ,school

personnel and community personnel are linked together in a variety of social

relationships, and that the points of intersectio ng commun.ity members,

provide the basis for social integration.

'There are advantages of using network resea ch to examine schocil and

1 4,

community relations. Networks deal with the evolution (Asocial structures:

they expand, contract and change in response to environmental constraints.

Networks also work within an ecological or inter-systems orientation and help

ps avoid the iiolated, internal circumspection that characterizes a good deal

of educational research. We also believe that network -esearch may provide a

significant breakthrough in understanding complexity, and ultimately, provide

a more complete conceptualization ofoschool-community relations.

Maracteristics of the Field'

Dur present understandings of systematic inquire
. cannot yet consider unsystematic variation or

'randomness' as the core of substantive meaning of
certain choice contexts.

David-Wiles, "The 81.ogic of Y=f(X) intihe Study

Educational Politics:"

A

1
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Our study was conducted within a tucb7nt'environment, one charhcterized 4111 .

, .

by a constant state of flux, contlict and uncertaidty. A turbulent field has

.been defined by Terreb,erry (1968) as one in Which:

...dynamic processes aiise from the field itself and
not merely from the interaction of components. The

'action of component organization and linked sets of
them are both persistent and strong'enough to induce

autonomous Processes in the environment.

rbulence is also characterized by complekity. By complexity we refer

to a condition in which there are many options for action or inaction, each o'f---
t

which influences'other actions within a iiven situation. Another feature- Of

complexitis\intefdeendence: ,events in one area influence ihOse hf Other

ar'eaS in van ty of ways. In contrast to turbulence, h placid environment

has minimal dis urbapces: it is s'impler and changes slowly. In a turbuttnt #,

environment, there is an accelerating rate of change-that contribute'z to the

unpredicfability, instability and uncertainty in the envirdpment. It'is

1#0Oasib1 et to predict how one action will affect another because there 'are
\

Unintended consequences of decisions. omplexity fosters incoherence and

uncertaitty by generatint cosnfusion. As a resufl, coping with complexity ,

.'"

pose% a serious prOlem for both individuals and organizatiions.

The qualities of our research field considerably influenceCi our 'approach

00
to network analyses. Most network researchers have not worked in a disturbed

situation and there are few accounts of the difficulties of operationalizing

network procedures under sbch conditions. Anthropologists are,an exception

' because they have tried to encompass "the full range of human cultural

variability":in field situations: (Foster, 1978, 241). Most other social

scientists have concentrated more upon social structUral questions because

established, scientifiC procedures go not deal effectively with.turbulence.

\
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As a-result, researchers tend to select institutions, andAorganizations in

which roles, norms aa0 activities are well formulate4 and understood, and the

,products'of change--structures77are more important thin the process, of

change. But conditions in our field.site required that we pgy attention to

tur6ulence and complexity if we were to operationalize stTucture.
. ,

themore, we'were inte,rested in emergent networks as well as more
-

.

, . .

articulated and formal ones. Our focUs upon the "work of nets" was an effort
,

.7,

tado this. 'In our view, the promise,of -social network research lies in

carpturing the compleity'of sacial relationships, as well as the dynamies of

exchange. Because social relations exist simultaneously in many different

spher'es of-activity, and are highly variable and changeable,'expanding and

contracting so quickly that emergent network structures often are invisible;

networks may be identified by what they do in situations.

We framed two queStions based on considerations outlined above:

"(1) What do incLividuals, organizations, and communities do with,netwarks

how -do they(make use of networks? and (2) How do networks effect,people,

1organizations and communities -- or what do networks do to others? Al.though

phrased awkwardly, our goal hap been-to examine networks from "a utilitarian

perspective and to view networks in systems from a functional perspective.

Far example, we wonder how schools, as social ovganizations, cope with'

turbulence and complexity. We also wondered how social networks effect'

'behavior of individuals under conditions of turbulence.' It gradally became

clear to us that our theoretical problem had to-include how networks operate

in a field characterized by turbulence and complexity. an other words the

qualities of the field itself became imporant phenomena for investigation.

IIB



The Search for Process

Something is lost when a relation between a pair of
living, thillking, feeling persons is reduced to a link
that has strength, direction, transitivity, and 6hat fits
into one of two or three content categories. Two
operations'a,re primarily responsible for this
loss--conceptualization and measurement/operationalization.

William D. Richards,

"A CognitiveConstructivist Approach4to
Communication NetWort Analysis."

A major interest related to turbulence-Ate/Complexity is social

process.? The flux of process is change, interaction, negotiation, movement,

acting and interpreting. From a process approach, structuring rather than

structure per se is the theoretical issue.

According to Mary-Douglas'(1979), three intellectual developmendhave

stimulated scientific interest-in thts process: phenoissenology, with its
.

empliasis upon the social construction of reality; structuralismbecause of

its concentration_upon the soci'al processes in buildidg knowledge; and

ethnomethodology, with its concern for different "Modes of verification

employed in everyday reality. SyMbolic interaction theory in s'Ociology
0

also played a signMcant role within this diatipline by directing atentton
, .

to a view of man as a symbol making creator. Because turbulence and

complexity cause uncertainty, cognitive psychologists have also turned to

information processing as a more dynaTic approach to decision making. They

have examined sequences of operations as these are employed in contingency

;
situations.

I However, we found limited interest in process in.social network

research. Network analyses.has become *lost yilonymtius with-stTuctoraL

analyses. (Leinhardt, 1979). Process is infered from structure in moqx

studies. There is nothing interhently fixed about the concept of n'etwork that,

1
I ^
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-
requires a focus upon "siatic" structure per se. Networks fit comfv.rtably

4.into open systems theory, not only, conceptually., but methodologically because

advanced computer techniques make it possible to handle masses of quantitative

data efficiently. Furthermore, systems operate op many different levels. For
,

example,'simple systems such as frameworks ( atic,stru- ctpre), or clockworks

(siMpie dynamic systems with pre-determined tions) or themostats (in which

information is transmitted-and interpreted for balance) are closed. In

contraCt, open systems incorporate turbulence and complexity. At the level o
a 4

dells, a system is capable of reproduclionl plants develoP a division'of

labor; animals respond-to images of information; and human beipgs have a self

.

reflexive quality that enables imaging behavior to exist in time, spice and

I

.

histm,. At the level of social sy.stems, all of'these behaviors are present
, - 1 .

4

as well as history, new symbolizations and complex purposes; If we cOnsider

such'factors, social systems are extraorainarily dynamic.
..

,
. , .

Moreover, it is not useeul to belabor the distinction between Structure

and process too far. As Luhmann (1980) point& out, the distinction fdili to

grasp "the cfiangeable nature of structUres ,Or the structured nature of

processes.". (10) He argues ehat the reason sociological theory Was
P

Inadequately captured the reality of the tWo is that there is no adequate

theory of time.

4

Nor is the "process problem" caused by formalization per se. As

Heckathorn (1979) points out:.

Measurement cannot be blamed for the lack of theoretic
richness in the social sciences; what is needed is
rich enot4gh theory to,encompass what, it is noted in
the field.. The danger for researchers is to assume

. thk because they can measure data, it explains
phenomena: tHe goal of science is explanation and
understanding: measurement is.a tool in achieving
this.and not an end iwitself.

4
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The euhasis updn struCture,suggests thoughts of physice phenomena., For
vow

example, networks suggest ommOticatjons as discrete messages 'sent along
ma

designated paths, with-little interference or interaction from other

sieSsage.s. 'This is also suggested by woiks such as channels, linkages or

structural qualities of centrality, density, and range. A process

ogientation requires a liquid. conception 1 networksi one th'at emphasizes the

.econd ayllable as uch as thdfirst\and atudies relationships\that are blown

about by,circumstances and.situations. . Instead of Channels, 4e think of

canals in which there are discrete paths, but these can be flooded as liquids
. .

can spill over banks or seep out. Messages at flow are not ditcrete, but

interAct with other currents that Come in or branIch out from the pathway. We
,

can examine the "circulation" of information and examine the values that

st4imulate flows or hold them back. A liquid metaPhor infuses movement,

fluidity, and the merging of experience into our thinking of networks.

Moreover, to use networks metaphorically has advantages that we believe .

4.

.14

I.

are important in conteptualizing networks. Barry WellMan (1980) describes two

types of network researchers: hose who wish "to harden network analysis into 4.-

,

. .

.. .

a method or soften it into a metaphor." Note that Wellman himself uses the

metaphor of "hard" and "soft" to convey this distinction. The two approaches

,

to networks al.so raferlo4wo approaches to scientific"research: the first is

that of the positivists, and the second, that of phenomenologists.. Sometimes

the distinction has been expressed in terms of 'laid and toft data analysis, or

quantitative vs. qualitaavg data analysis. But these dychotomies are not

useful

In 1977 when Leinhardt wrote enthusiasticallY about networks

operationalizing the natiOn'of social structur4, he explained: .4



The data requi,red for network studies are relational;

they are data on what relations-obtain between pairs
of entities. The entitiesJmay be 'people, or
organizations or any other:defined social entity:
The relations may be any.kind of s'ocially meaningful
tie. What is of interest to the sOcial scientist is
how the relations are arrarigee, hoW the behavior of

individuals depends on their location in this
arrangement, and how the qualities of the individuals
influence the arrangement. (xiii)

Social network*, in,this view, are conceptualizations of relaCions: they aie

not real in the s nse-of obserted experiences. Ihe feality is represented by

points with dire ed arrows illustrating the ties between the points. This

abstract and conceptual view of social relations means that network analysis

can achieve more pyecision forAnalytic purposes, and as a result, netwark

analysis could become more useful scientifically.

However, in 1979, Leinhardt and Holland observed that network mathematics

and statistics are "not without cost." They note:

Indeed:one might well argue that the process of
abstracting social behavior so as to permit it to be
expressed in terms of network or graph theoretical
concepts involves so extreme a reduction in
conceptual riChness that essential features are 16s
and, consequently, theory construction and empirical

' research becomes trivial and irrelevant. (3)

Leinhardt and'Holland note thAt the criteria upon which one may judge

Oe utility of reduction must depend upon the usefaness of Such

reduction in preditting and explaining'hehavior. Moreover, they no

longer claimed paradigm status for social network analysis stating that
4

.4

"social network research is now simply research on social structure in

which a network framework is employed." (5) They identeified four areas

where they thought an imminent quality breakthrough might occur: time,

simultaneous relationships, valued relations and "open ended networks

with ill defined bOundaries And membership."' The last type of network



'4ould be "important in coMmunity level research."
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We have quoted from Leinhardt and Holland at length to .illUstrate the

rapid changes in network research during the past five years. The study we

proposed in June, 1978 and the report We are writing atjthe end of 1981 also -

reflect the shifts in our view of network research after working in a ,

turbulent, field: Our experiences made us re-examine the utiTity of fluid

metaphors.and study the place of metaphorical thinking in social science as,

a whole.

Is it not possible to utilize the creative and powerful relationships

that meeaphor brings to our onderstanding of reality and, on another leel

in a more limited approach, develop measurement strategies? We might go aa

step further and argue that without the conscious development of

metaphorical analogies, social,science in general, and network research in

particular, will remain barren. We believe an acceptance of metaphors as a
4

legitimate exercise in scientific thinking'will lead to an expl nation of

our knowledge domains. This view is shared by a growing nuMber o scholars

in,different disciplines. According to Davidson:

Metaphor is a legitimate device not only in

literature, but in science, philosophy, 'and the lAw;
it is effective in praiseand abuse, prayer and
promotion, diocription and prescription. (1978:32).

He argues that metaphors make us recognize some likene'ss,between two or more

,

things so that metaphors may be judged in terms of the ways that this

'likeness is useful. In other words, what,distingLshes metaphors from

ordinary sentences is their effect upon us -- "not meaning but use."

Davidson believes that we have confused the two.

Clifford Geertz (1980) notes a growing reproachment with humanities,

arguing that in contemporaTy social science, metaphors are drawn frodplay'

.1 5
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and drama rather than.from materials aasociated with 6.-afts and technology,

e.g., propulsive metaphors, like the piston. He writes: "What the lever did

for physicsi.the chess move promisy to do for sociology." (1980:168)
-

A metaphorgives us the ability to conceptualize complex relationships,

and this ip precisgly what the field researcher encounters when embarking

upon data collection. For example, we found that the metaphors implicit in
/b.

"network city" and "interorganizational field" were usefui in explaining to
t,

cooperative subjects what kinds oi information we bere 'seeking. The

popularity of the ver6 "networking" also indiaates-that the word ,hhs meaning

for those groups looking for strategies to promote social change. We can

observe groups such as feminists? community organizer's nd educators

persons with similar ideological orientations -- using ,"networking" to
.

achigve interaction among nonhierarchial, dispersed social units. It is

true that some "networking" is naive with little recognition that the same

structu'll supports used to maintain "old boy" networks can perpetuate "new

gikl" networks. tut "networking" leads to a recognition of the'active,

dynamic and process oriexited dipensions of network structure for many.

Historically, researchers have skirted social networks in a variety of

studies and have used the concept metaphorically for considgyable periods of

time, 1E1.11au (1980) has described the development of the social network

metaphor in'the Columbia-Studies of personal influence. These began as

.

efforts to explain electoral choices. They successfully demonstrated that

voting was not an individual act but basically a group phenomena. Movingr

from thts insight, the researchers began to examine,questions of personal

influence and subsequently, to the communication.of innuence. Although

network terms were used in some of these studies, according to Eulau, the



individual's.sociaI network was thoughe tO te "one of direct, facee4tace

4

-.relations, rather than of secondary, tertiary and further connectioni." (p.
./

212) By 1954, Berelson and other.researchers in thirs tradition,reCognized

that voting behavior was less a group phenomena than a network phenomena.

.However, they did not pursue this insight theoretically*, altbough some ot

the methodological attemifts in snowbalring (following.up respondentg4

nominationi of influential people) were in the network tradition. Eulau

believes the failure to recognize the importance of the network metaphor was

related to confusing interaction and communication by using opinion leader

and influence.as the focus of research.

There are two.additionalcnetwork orientations used by network
<

, 4

researchers. The first was ecological, developed from Barnes' suggestions

that kinship ties in Brennen (1,952). could be thought of as.being almost like
,

"fishneti," or from Simmell/S:classic conception of the "werof
k

affiliation." More recently, re'searchers use the concept.of network in an

engineering framework. Although both concepts imply a structure-, the latter

is far more abstract than the former. It could be, as Germain.(1979) has

suggested, that the ecological language is closer to people's own experience

of everyday processds, whereas the systems are more removect fr6m human

beings, and hence more analytical. These are.more than trivial'

distinctions, however, if we recognize that philosophically the two

metaphors lead to different paths -- the ecol ical metaphor towfrds a'

conception of structure in whiCh human beings are Central and 'the systems

metaphor towards a yiew in which the systematic dimensions of structure are

1
central.

Vibwing networks metaphorically, we could Overcome the flatness and --

in our expel.-ience --the arbitrariness, of ;ogle of the network questions
. ,

,

f:
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, found ih thejiterattm 'mast importantiy; it led us to an.awareness 91 the

,

complexity of human'rela ionShips. Although iietwork researchers talk about
A

OTe multi-stranded charactex oC:petwork ties, the reifOrted,clata analysis

seldom includes this: We'want d tp examine the depth of the water in our

\,
canals gathei than simply cltattimg the banks through which most network

flows take place. Furthermore, we decided that it was as important to dive

into tOr"deep" as if to'chart the'paths', and this rePort is such an effort

(even i'rf we may be "all wets"). Perhaps Ttieliman (1980) provides the best

justification Cox a more creative approach 'to ne0Works when he writes:

The essence of the network approach remains not-in its technique
but in its posing of questions and searchipg for answers in terms

f.Nof striActured connectivity. (16) 16, r.
Summaky 77N, .

It soon became evislpit that what we. had to understancrwasIvot the.

'
structure of social relationships, but theways'in which soc,iaX

\

relationships are used to deal With the two characteristics of

field situation; turbulence and compfexitY. In other Words,'4what ao.;.

. %

social neprorks do, if anything, for persons-,or stated more actively,

. .

how do people use social relatiOnships to doçmething for them. Thus. s:

effort to understand what:''our qtiestion--what is the work of nets--is

networks are by examining the function of networks.

Our emphasis on function was"-fixfiher stimulated by a growing

concern with data validity as we initiated data collection.
'V

.
1 -A. r



METHODOLOGICAL CONCERN: VALIDITY

The validity of netwOrk analysis, like that of any
other type of analysis, depends on the validity of
the data that is used. Network analysis programs
such as NEGOPY (Richards and Rice, 1980), are able
to provide a great deal of information about systems
when,they are given valid data to work with. When
the data is not valid, they may provide an equally
large amount of misinformation. The descriptions
provided by these complex compnter prOgrams may
appear to be plausible when invalid data is used,
even to people Wgo are familiar with the system
being studied.- This plausibility is due to a number
of actors, including the surprising abil,ity of human
pbservers to percgive "meaningful" patterns in
almost any sufficiently complex situatkon, together
with the fact that there is currently no
well-deieloped theory of what rietworks ought to look
like. It is no wonder that tke term "GIGO":

(garbage in, garbage out) has been applied to
network analysis. On the basis of this reasoning
alone, it seems clear that a careful consideration
of the measurement process used to obtain data for a Av
network analysis is in Order.

William Richards, "A Cognitive-
Constructivist Approach to Communication
Network Analysis."

1

We were frequently struck during Che field work by bile contradictions

between what people said'and what we observed. This phenomena was first

evident during tile school desegreiation study, when we had several instances

which the obseived data simPly did not fit into the explanations and

interpretations of the fvenfs that people presented to us in their accounts.

Moreover, when we operationalized our social networks questions, the

.contradictions became more glaring rather than less so. Basically, we had

three kinds of queitions::1) who talks to whom about what;.2) wh9 do you go

to'about (and wt posited a series of concerns); an4 3) what person.or

organization gets things done in Aontiac. The last question was not

primarily to determine influence vi, a reputation as much as a way of

discovering.connections between different"niporks. One of our first
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-problems occurred in asking people in 1979 about events.in the late sixties

17

and seventies. 'We found that benchmarks, such as school desegregation, mark

events: things are located before or after the benchmark. A second

difficulty with our network que ions was the degree of selfreflexivity

required. Many people simply Aever thought about who they would go to for a

given issue. Some disliked hypothetical questions., Many,Pere reluctant to

give us this information because they believed themselves at risk in naming

names. Our promises of anonymity were not reassuring. Pontiac is top small

for respondents to be protected by psuedoymns. Moreover, some of the

information could destroy privleged links that respondents used to obtain

resources. In a turbulent enKtronment, proteCted information is dangerous

information to reveal. For example, to name "trusted" white.s by blacks and

vice versa slight in fact, backfire on net individual's names and destroy

their credibility within'their own'group.

irect effect of turbulence in any complex social system.is to raise
-

tAi. 1 of distrust among participants in the system.. As a resuapi, the

kind f reflectivenuestions that we pose indoing network research are

often greeted with suspicion and/or apathy. When a community lealer is aaked

to indentify persons perceived to be.most-influential in Ablic

we are asking for information that has the clear potential be

contrOversial. At the very least, such a question requires the respondeato

rankorder persons who may be significant.to his or her own position, along

some evaluatve scale. At best, we are aAing far more than perfunctory

cooperation and participation in the reseprch process. Although it is almoat

superlluous to note that the conduct of social research is itself a aocial

process, the problems of a turbulent environment dem

/
a that we 1:come more

senstitive to this social pracesv initiated by ou 4selves and.how that social'
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proéess operates in different research context.

Another factor that added to our concern was the differen e in

information we received when people called upon us for assistan , as
..

compared to that which We.,received in asking our network questio s. Part of

the dilemna that, we faced in Pontiac was that we were "known" in he

community: we had access'to networks in which our position as researchers was

known. A key advantage that developed from our local roots was that this

gave us entre into many groups; The disadvantage of being known,are,also

clear. The problem of maintaining objectivity in the fiela'has been written

about extensively in the anthropological literature.

. But, another problem was that of reciprocity. Since we were known, there

were sev ral occasions when we were called upon to assist in community

studies and participate in local activities. On those occasions, the kinds
,

of information, we received differed conside,t5ly from the information

obtained it intervi&t. Fol-- example, when we undertook a study o voting id-
' A

the school disttict, those supporting the effort were very specificin naming,:

people who would be interested in the findings, telling us how to .0 about

getting a sample, and who would be upset by our efforts. 'On anbther

occaiion we did an evaluatiPn study of'a community program. To develop the.g

study, we were given the names.of all the organizations in the community and

the persons in those organizations who had some influence on tile program. In.

an earlier interview we had been told that this information was privleged.

A third concern, well documented in netwtrk literature, was the problem
4 A

of locating twork boundaries. If networks are useful in understanding

society bec se. they are more unstructured and informal than groups or

organi" zations or other units With clearly defined boundaries, it is difficult

. .

to kpf?how to begin to select a network for study, or determine when the
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Study is complete. There are two solutions to this problem. The first.: is Iv.

temple networks in a given population and compare the characteristics of

these through formal anlaysis, Most of the published network research in the

lait fivelyears has utilized such sampling. A seAnd approach is to study a

particular uhit or organizafional group -- and examine the networks within

the boundaries of 'the formal unit. B t since we were interested in

conducting a,community study and look ng at networks in an

interorganizatib:nal field, neither solution Was useful. -We wanted

,respondent6 to iv . s the actmal names of prople, since it was not useful to A

4
refer to our su jects in terms of rOles or relationships (sister, friend,:

co-worker). In the end we resolved the problem arbitrarily -- as have most

researchers in,a similar field setting. We seLected an organization (a

sorority) and looked for internal networks;,a coalition, internal Aiques,

and organizations constrained within a loosely'defined.field we called

community. But we remain uncomfortable witathis approach to boundaries, as
ft

have been other etwork researchefts.

Finally, .4 were puzzled by frequent omissions of importainformation
, .

given to us by rtspondents in the unstructulred questions. For example., few--
,

people indicated Ehat the problems of the city had any relationship to

poverty; few identified General Motors as,a critical community actor.
4

listing influential persona, respondents often omitted soMe obvious names.

Puzzled by this, we tested our student interviewers and found a strong bias
oval

in favor of'reporting persons with whoM one had recent contact while

overlooking ,those odt of the range of vision. The agenda-setting power of

newspapers, for example, also distorted answers.'
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Research Saturation

There is another important consideration about Pontiac that is reflevant

to this discussion. Given the proximity of four research universities, e.g.,

Michigan State University, The University of Michigan, Wayne State

University, and Oakland University; Pontiac's demographic-eligibility for

government programs and the pressure on public school teachers to obtain

advanced degrees, Pontiac has become oneof thp most "studied" sites in the

United States.- We found nineteen doctoral dissertations and_masters theses_

dealing with Pontiac, several comprehensive federallyfunded studies of

Pontiac sgpnsored by agencies from HUD to the National:qnstitute of Mental

Health, cores of evaluation reports on social programs in Pontiac, and a

plethora of other,materials describing various aspects of the community. No

one, as far as we know, had tried to bring the local materials together;,and

persons involved in one 'study. were Usually unaware of previous studies or

related mdik.,

The vailability ofmaterials was both a blessing and a nightmare. On

I.the nega ve side,,residents of Pontiac had simply become ti t d of being

studied. They believed they have been badly used by others iCr personal gain

and that research accomplishes nothing. They were especially troubled by the

numeroUs needs assessments during conducted by social agencies and local

governments. From the subject.'s viewpoint, these led to few visible

improvements.. Respohdents who had cooperated in previous projects generally

thoughtkof all research as largely wasted effort since nothing seemed to be

dohe with the information obtained.

Pontiac residents are not unique in these experiences with research

A
investigations. As Barnes has'noted in his imporGant and thoughtful book,

Who Shou d Know What? Social Sciecce-Privacy and Ethics (1979), the
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relationships between researchers, sponsors of research,
te

ommunity

gatekeepers, and subjects or citizens, have changed considerably during the

last decade. 'Gatekeepers have learned how to protect thei;Qgroups from

researchers. Citizens alscAave become mekre awafe that under some conditions

they may be at.risk in giving information. In our own case, negative

community attitudes about research considerably raised the cost of each piece

of datum we were able to obtain. For example, we spent hours trying to

develop a senge of reciprocity by undertaking service activities for persons

, and groups in the community in hopes of creating trust and confidence. This

was especially important since the topics we are interested in are not

neutral issues -- e.g.; desegregation, relations:, power, and plant

closings.

Concern witE reciprocity is, of course, not new; and many 'cases can be

found in the anthroPological and community study literature.. But what seemed

unusual to those of us working on the network study was that in the course of

developing trust-generating activities with, respolidents, we gained more

reliable network data than by using conventional methods. For example, in

our interorganizational network study, we had no problem obtaining

information from the United Way or from various human service a ncies. But

in the private sector, we encountered difficulties. Why, for i stance,

should General Motors' staff consene to spend time'and energy to provide the
4

kinds of data.we needed in our interorganizational research -- especially

when General:Motors happened to be engaged at the time in a large-scale

public relaiions program to diffuse the shock and disMay of moving a plant

employing 7,000 workers outside of the city? As a matter.of fact,

4111
interorganizational studies have tended to concentrate upon social service

agenciei, in which information is public and available, or have examined

-9



interlOcking directorates, where the information is also publicly
-

accessible. Nevertheless, General Motors represented a critical part of our

/*

study. It
4
was only when we.Jielped'the Pontiac Motor Division CommUnity

r'

Relations Director evaluate the work of that department in Pontiac that we

obtained egsential information, After all, we could not interview the key

community leaders with whom the units worked unless we knew who they were and

whit the Pontiac Motor Division actually did. In addition, we o4.1t needed

clarification about the answers 'we received from our interyiews and, thus,

had justifiable grounds for obtaining-more information.

In our initial efforts, personnel in the school district were not

particUlarly cooperative. One reason for their reluctance was the negative

publicity that had previously been generated by several other research

projects dealing with academic achieVement, desegregation and educational

innovation. After cooperating with several earlier studies, school personnel

discovered the reports distorted in the /loc'al media and used against the

staff. Tliey believed their cooperation with researchers.injured the

reputation of the school district. 'Another concern among some school

personnel was a fear that negative research findings and attendant bad

publicity cotild be used politically to defeat slipol millage requests. In

most instances, these concerns.were justified.

Fortunatelye there were indiViduil exceptions who cooperated fully with

les; and we were able to complete the network studies that we had planned.

However, some of our more ambitious survey efforts were not successful. In

our work with the school district, we also resorted to nonconventional

strategies of information gathering'. For example, we asked school:

administrators to sponsor data collection through an inventory of social

resources. Employees and close friends of the public schools were asked to
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identily community activities in Which they participatea and key,community

organizations where,they thought they had persongl,influence. Respondents

w4re afso asked to'give theig views about community prOblems and"to indicate

persons perceived to be iR positions.of leadership in the'community. 'From

the district's pointopf view, the purpose of the inventory was to providea

source of data for/developing good publicity accounts of school personnel andg

'-
also to initiate a long-range program designed to build additionel public

-
-support for the qchools.

.v
, A.

Although we found that collecting network datai.n a turbulent environment

was costly, because we had to generate trust, we also realized through a

reflexive examination of.how we were generating trust, that we were ourdelves

using networks to complete our projects. We recognized thet the network

structure that we "kneW"'existed did not surface through conventional network

data collection meyods, buts. rathe'r emerged from the process .of "doing"

thirigse The same questions that generated hostility and vague responses in

an interview were readily answered when a respondent needed our assistance in

a particular project.
. ,

The,difficulties we experienced in.data collection might simply hay; beep

dismissed as unique to our particular research site (although we believe they

are similar to data collectiOnlYroblems found in eny turbulent environment),

. .

if it were not for our growing concern over the validity of the data used in

conventional network studieS regardless of siAe. Our concerns center uppn

the three "c's": context, contact, and content% Specifically, the different'

kinds of information we obtained in the context of researching, as comparedt

to consulting, differed significantly; tHe quality of our contacts with

9

respondents changed as the situation was defined differently; and the content
c-
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.Of the information changed as reflected by# the context aBd'c6ntact.

Even in non-turheent environments, there are problems relying solely

upon the subjects' responses. ,Naturally,'the.problems of faulty respondent

recall aye even more pronounced in turbulent environments. The more

cohtroversial the materials, it seemed,'the more unreliable the respondents',

accounts tended to become. If we add those errors associated with eifforts to ,
1

deliberately mislead on Obstruct the collection of information to the

problems of faulty recall, changing perceptions of importance, and

forgetfulness,.we can,begin to appreciate t importance of developing more

effective mechanisms for evaluating data co __tion activities. At the very

least, network data analysis should incorporate statistical computations for

margins ol,error. At best, network researchers should begin to work together

on improving qUestioo format and techniques for checking theee.

Problems of validity besin at the point of data collection. Because

researchert in our field tend tOttecome so preoccupied with problems rerated
? ,.

,

to the instability of .tie instruments And poOulations to be measured, we

often pay too,little attention to what it is,exactly that we are trying to

'measure. -It is important to address technical difficulties in measurement,

but it is even more important thatour conceptualizations about the phenomena

we are studying be congruent with empirical realitK While.various

statist'ical procedures and linguistic analyses have been fruitful in many

ways, the gathering of valid field data remains highly problematic. As Noble

concluded eight years.ago: "The most fund ental difficulties seem to lie in

tr
the gathering of field' data." (1973:11) e

.

r_2
. All of us have become most impressed with the phenomenal capacity of,

.

,.

computers to handle complex data, and the potenti ial nsights about structure

generated by recent mathematical formulations of netWork researCh have been
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exciting. But we are in danger of %eking ou'r data collection "pro-active"

dictating the kinds of questions we ask by the kinds of analyses we want. If

our questions tend to be shaped by the kinds of analyse, we think that we can

do rather than the kindis of qdestions that have to be answered, we seriously

compromise scientific development.4 These dilemmas are vividly,evident in the
0'

field because the researcher is constantly tryingto "make iense" of what is

happening at tbe same time he/she is trying to ask questions.

;The Cqmpatibility of Data

OUr study has generated a second concern about the Usefulness of data

/

collected by different methods of inquiry. We experimented with several

techn*ques of data collection in our different neework studies, ranging from

a large-scale survey approach to intensive participant observation. The data

obtained from the farmer did not prove useful in pursuing questions generated

by the latter. For example, we used materials developed bY an exteniive

University of Michigan "helping network" study that included over one bundred

fifty interviews in four neighborhoods in Pontiac during 1975, and follow-up

interviews with the same people in 1976. In this (Warren, 1976) people were

asked to identify organizations and roles ando link these with spetific

types of problems. For our purposes, we wanted to know if schools were
4

perceived as integral components of community helping trks and where and

how the schools are located in the "paths of helping' that Warren described.

After reanalyzing the data, we were forced to conclude that the "level" of

network data generated from the survey simply could not fit into network data

developed in studies where respondents identify other persons by name. There

4111 appears to be a basic qualitative difference between data based upon names of

9('
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contacts and data that allow respondents to protect their contadts.-

r
We think our experience s a relatively common one in network research,

but the.problems of compababilit57 between data generated by fundamentally

tlifferent techdiques are rarely discussed in network research literature.

'Edel explores this same general concern when he points olit that:

a

-The emergence of a high-level concept or category is a
real event in the natural world, and so what is,really
happening requires not merely logical examination, but
whole phychological, social, and historical picture.
The descriptive inquiry maps the career_of the concept.
The causal-explanatory inquiry'offers hypotheses about
its rise,and the reasons for its s,pread. The
logical-evaluative inqiiiry is itself a creative
development of the concept, in instances where it is
not a mere orderly presentation of how the concept
has been used; for such an inquiry shows what the
meaning of the concept is. This inquiry can be in
relation to different theoretiCal areas and possible -

applications. (1979:191)

Moreover, the difficulties associated with levels of analyses are
.--;

partly related to the problems of scale in analysis. Barth suggests

our problem is:

How can anthropologists study and describe
large-scale social systems without losing sight of
real people and their.life situations? How can'they
represent the complexity of complex societies, yet
cast their description in an analytical model which
may alsalkserve for their description in an analytical
mold.which may also serve for simpler societies, thus
securing comparisons between such diverse forms?
. . ..How can they relate the action of a peson and
his donception Of a finite, ego-centered world to the
global realities that actually impinge on him?
(1978, 9)

In other words, scale is a property of the context, or system in which

encoUnters.or evtnts take place.and not the events themselves. Barth calls

for creating "discovery procedures' that can trace patterns empirically moving
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from event to class. The process of aggregation, he adds, are distinctive

objects of observation and description, not speculation-or induction (264).

Summary_

To summarize the discussion so fai: The basic theoretical questions of

this researth is to determin what, if anything, social networks do in

turbulent and complex envir' ments and how they are used by actors and

organizations under these c nditions. We were attracted to,the concept of

networks because it seemed t captuie the complexity, overlap:i and gluidity of

social relationships in contemporary society and promised to help us

understand the community interorganizational field. When we tried .to

operationalize thtterm, however, we discovered that much of ate flexibility

and complexity of phenomena was lost in naking'the data fit into a structural

paradigm. As a result, we decided to use networks metaphorically and explore

the flows that traveled along network canals. Our field experience also

raised concerns about validity that made us conclude that methods:of handling.-

data have outpaced methods of generating data. A Critical issue in social

network research remains that of validity.

As we explored the nature of network flows more c'erefully, we noted thaE

one kind of flow-trust had important consequences in turbulent environment

and was a critical factor in our understanding of the rk of nets.

u S.
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To show trust is to anticipate the future. It is to behave as
,though the future were certain.

Niklis Luhmann, Trust and Power.

The capacity to deal with complexity is a sociological issue for

individuals, organizations and social systems betause complexity threatens

stability, information overload and uncertainty. As compivity increases,

ways to reduce complexity Are essential. Luhmann (1980) suggests that

language and reflexive self-consciousness reduce complexity because they

permit generalization and selectivity. Another method for coping with

Complexity is trust.

-

Trust is usually thOught of as a psychological quality found in

relationships between persons, but luhmapn 'argues that there is another

level of trust; that of systems. 1,kiney2, for example, is a medium of

trust because it communicates fixed expectations at a general level.
r

(EVen though we may'occasionally worry about banks, we go about our daily

lives with reasonablé,confidence Chat money can be exchanged for goods.)

Other examples of system media that generate trust are truth, as

geL

exemplified by specialized authority or expertise (we agsume that car

mechanic will fix the automobile); and legitimate political power. Power

is linked to trust in that it is based on expectations about what will be

dope whan the office holder is elected, or that the style of decision

making will be acceptable enough for the individual to continue to live in

a given society.

Famiriarity is closely related to trust since they are both

complimentary ways of absorbing complexity. Trust is an attitude one

learns from experience and then expands to other phenomena. In contrast,

.
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distrust increases complexity: one can never be sure of others, so

therefore one must check to confirm information, operate independently,

and be on guard. Trust, 41owever, also contains an element of risk 4cause,_

it can be misplaced. Luhmann writes:

One who hopes simply has confidence dispite
.

uncertainty. 'Trust reflects contingency. Hope
ignores contingency. (24)' c

How does trust deal with complexity? First; it orders information
,

. .

processing in the system. Since reality is,too complex to control, trust

substitutes for,complexity. It is no ronger necessary to absorb all

information: only some is relevant and trust enables the selection to be

made with relative ease. By trusting anothee person or a medium that
-

communicates trust, one has the opportunity to,act spontaneously and

quickly. Again, to Use LuhMann's words:

Instead of arming oneself against the-unpredictability of
the other person in the.full complexity'of all
possibilities, one can seek to reduce the.complexity by,
concentrating on the Creation and maintenande of mutual
trust, and engage in more meaningful action in respect of
a problem now more narrowly defined. (64)

Through trust, individuals-and systems gain time to react; risks are

kept under control. Moreover complexity ip reduced because it is

possible to go beyond available information to generalize expectations of

behavior, "it replaces missing information with an internally guaranteed

security" (93). Thus, trust also depends on other reduction mechanisms

such as language, law and organization, but it cannot b'e simply reduced

to these; if it is npt the only foundation of society, it is certainly

Amportant in a complex world.
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Through trust, indivichaals-and systems gain time to react; risks are

kept under control. Moreover complexity is reduced because it is

possible to go beyond available information to generalize expectations of

behavior, "it replaces missing.information with an internally guaranteed

security" (93). Thus, trust also depends on other reductin mechanisms

such as language, law, and organization, but it c annot be simply reduced

to these; if it is not the only foundation of society, it is certainly

important in a complex world.

As described, due to the turbulence in our fieti we found that the

cost of data colleion increased because we had to generate trust.

, Researchers are not automatically welcomed in a turbulent environment;

the many different audiences and subjects required to produce .4ka.t.t. in a

kotplex situation-also compound research difficulties. Through,

reciprocity, familiarity and self-presentation as responsible
,

pYoftSsional researchers committed to the protection of the site from

unnecessary damage, we gradually'obtained network data denied to us by

achipt n traditional research presentation. As-explained, there were

reasonebl:e reasons for disirust of educational research in the community

and ourtaSk was to change this attitude to one of trust. We also became

aware of No*w. trust was a part of all social negotiations, not only

between researchers and subjects, but among subjects themselves.

We gradua,ly recogniz,ed that one of the most valuable flows in

emergent socikatoletworks was trust. It coalesced around all other flows;

such as informat'on, money; approval, or social support. Among the din

of messages boOme out in urban society, admidst the complexity of

hundreds of factOi- and variables affecting behavior, some were more

3 3
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salient: some more trusted. When we examined,which were most trusera,

we found that they were a4ociated with interpersonal ties. In other

words, an important "work of nets" wgs to facilitate the flow of trust.

In so doing, nets were able to MOVE between macro and micro worlds: the

individual's concerns and interests were filtered out of the larger field

of complex phenomena as these concerns flowed through the trust'created

in networks, particularly emergent networks developed in response to

situations in turbulent envilbnments. A closer'examination of ,the

functions identified in the literature review confirmed the importance of

trust.

What trust suggests, then, is that it is a significant component in

network flows. Just as roles, norms, and values structure social

relationships -- provide tile social cement, so to speak of society -- we

think that trust provides the important covering that travels along with

other ingredients in network flows under conditions.of turbulence and

complexity.

Summary: Trust and Networks

Human thought is consummatgly social: social in its
origins, social in itsfunctions, social in its forms,
social in its applicationg. At base, thinking is a.

public activity--its natural habitat is, the houseyard,
the marketplace and the town square.,

Clifford Geertz, "Blurted Genres: The
Refiguration of Social Thought."

Although: complexity and turbulence are, related; they are not

identical. What we mean by complexity is.an increase in the number'and

people involved in activities; a wide scope of activity; a large number'of

variables to consider in any situation; and considerable inter-relatedness
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and interdependence between phenomena. The national approach of dealing

with complexity is to break large situations into smaller components (the

-
division of labor), establish modes of coordination and control (usually

*
-s,

hierarthial) and create some organizational structures-to'facilitate

activity. But this response to complexity is less effective in a

turbulent environment betause the speed and extent of thange requires more

rapid reactions. Moreover, there are increased costs associated.with

every action because of the interrtlationships in the field. Action is

based upon highly uncertain knowledge. Even systemic feedback may be an

Unreliable guide to action since the*mber and variety of factois

influencing behavior may confuse and compound each other. In turbulence,

it is difiicult to grasp the entirety of a phenomena because of tile range
41.

and pervasiveness of circumstances, as well as the degree of difference

ampng various,happenings. Turbulence presents a-severe challenge to

'rationalization and complexity compounds its limitations.

As we continued in the field and recognized the complexity of the

situations that we were trying to describe in detail, we gradually

recognized that one of the strategies for coping with complexity was to

rely on information prol4fted througli the social network. Information was
4
!?

given by persons with whoM the receiver was familiar. The information

could be evaluated on the basis of past experieace. Thus, news about the

millage vote provided by an administrator who had access to top persons

was one type of information compared to news prOvided by a housewife about

her neighbor's reactions.. The majorrfeature of trusted information, in

many cases, was the race of the individual. But the phenomena was not

'restricted to just these concerns. We learned that "idle chatter" was
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neither idle or simply prattling, but contained the essence of social

interaction.,

When we examined network; in a turbulent environment we were struck

with their dynamic-and elusive character. Both of these qualities are

functional because they represent social responses to turbulenCe andi

complexity. Another important feature of turbulent networks is that the

form of exchange is overwhelmingly oral: the flows are communicated bY

-u
face to face contact. We believe that oral exchanges are also functional

becaus they provide an immediate, direct.and personal form of
'

communi tion which can be trusted. In other words, em rgent networks re

valued because they facilitate the exchange of trust. Trust, in turn,

enables persons and organizations to cope with Complexity. A fluid

conception of socia'l structure, then, is one composed of network canals in '

which a variety of gOods.flow encapsulated by trust. Should the

turbulence disturb the flow, or.should the flow spill over or..move into

another canal/ the goods that flow along are held together to some degree

by the truG,t that accompanies the flow. Because much of what happens is

. oral, this flow is almost invisjoble (one especially hard to observe by
4

traditional.modes of inquiry), as well as difficult to analyze. But for

the same reasons that the oral nature of trusted flow poses problems to

social network_researchers, it is effective for participants in the

network.
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c To summarize:

TURBULE CE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROPERTIES

cimpLuITy

NEJWORK-FLOWS

34-

ORAL TRUST
flexible simplifies .
direct leads to action
-immediate relevant .
personal valued perceptions
simple influential

AlsO:

ambigubus

easily miiUnaerstood

often inaccdrate

The Work of Nets

distorts reality
unreflective .

can be misplaced

In our view, one of the most important.functions of social%

networks, espeCially emergent networks, is to conduct trust through the

network. This is usually done by oral commu,pications - simple 0
4

conversations between known person, informal exchanges and routine,

discussions. Because this is such an everyday experience,and so much a

part of taken-for-granted reality, the importance of oral communication

in networks may have been underestimated as a critical feature of social

structure. Yet, its very omnipresence and flexibility are the reasons

why social structures can be flexible; oral flows are not restricted to

territory and for this reason,'help explain why networks contribuie to

social cohesion. The availability of oral trust makes it possible for

units in the system, whether person or organization, to,adapt,to

turbulence. Our next problem wai how to identify trust in network

flows: If our assumptions about its importance in covering other

networks flows was correct, we needed home empirical evidence that it did

this. We found this evidence ip an analysis of information that flowed

1).

./
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along network canals, and explored its significance through the concept

of recipes.

RECIPES

Action is social insofar.as, by virtue of the
subjective meaning attached.to it by the acting
individual (or individuals), it takes account.of the
behaviors of others and is thereby orientated in its
course.

Max Weber, The Theory of Social and
Communitation'Organization.

Whatever.the contents, the exchangeg between people have a social

character that oTten is not immediately recognized. It was not evident, for

example, when we examined 'rtspondent statements about networks. On' the other

hand, from our observations and knowledge of the field, We found many of the

respondent statements only made sense in light of Other knowledge. We

experienced the same phenomena that Mary Douglas described in her fieldwork.

She could only make sense of data by.piecing together information fromone

context to another, finding "a clutter of suppressed information: that
elt e

backgrounds the state of received knowledge." (1975,3) According to Douglas,

information is pushed out of sight for many reasons: because it is dangerous .P

or conflicts with other information, or because it is self-evident. As she

explains:

The logical steps by which other knowledge has to be
justified are not required. This kind of
information, never being made explicit, furnishes the
stable background of which more coherent meanings are
based." 3.

, Douglas calls this information.'implicit." It consists of the "you knows"

It t punctuate conversations, the iaken-for-granted knowledge shared by

3 S
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speakers and understood by those'in'the exchange situation.

-This phenomena has been described by many social scientists. For example,

Becker, Hughes and Geer (1961) used the term perspective to refer to sets of

ideas and actions that are coordinated to the ordinary way a person thinks and

acts. Edleman refers to cognitive structures that embrace contradictory

formulas used to rationalize inconsistent public policies. (1977,111 Berger

. and Luckman speak about "shared assumptions about reality" to describe this.

phenomena. (1966) The point is that information does not consist of raw bits

flowing independently: as talk flows from person to person it is evaluated to

see how well it fits into prevailing assumptions abOut experience..If it fit's

well, and is shared by a number of persons along the network, it becomes

trusted, and hence, more valuable. Information flowing over a network becomes

accepted information because it comes from ti-ustworthy sdUrces, is phared.by

those whom we can respect or accept. As Dbuilas explains:

Linguists and philosophers have long.been saying that
language limits the possibilities of thought. But
language is not an independent variable, nor is
thought controlled and formed by it. For both,speech
and thought are dependent parts of human
communication. The control is not in the speech'from
BUT IN THE SET OF HUMAN RELATIONS WHICH GENERATE
THOUGHT AND SPEECH. ,1977,1.76 (capitals added)

r task was to understand how people ahd organizations use social.
'

networ s to cope with environmental conditions. The only data from which we
%.,,

can infer this is conversatlon. In other words, once we determined networks

by the linkages between persons: who talks to whom, and we inquired or

observed what flows between points, we were at the end of ou'r data collection

activities. Like Douglas, we began to move parts of conversations,

interviews, and observations from one context to another in order to make

sense of what we were hearing and recording. We tried to make explicit some

3!)
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\of thp implicit backgrounding. Ae length, we developed the analytiC,,concept

of recipe to describe sUccinctly xhat the flows contained.

Recipes have three ,components: evaluated information, proscriptions for

\NIaction, arid i\n pretations of situations. These characteristics *reflect the

fact that recipes flow among trusted points; they are shared, and they are the

basis for actions--the motive. The term recipe.implies a cookbook knowledge;

given "a" then "b" and "c" to get "d." Recipes are automatic and unexamined

and shared with others in a comfortable way. ,Strangers for example, may not

know recipes well, although specific ,characteristics about a stranger many

encourage inviting him/her to participate in an exchange. For example, we

noted a "black" network of middle'class blacks that encourages one black

middle class person to feel comfortable including "you know" recipe

information relatively quickly with another.

Recipes are not network specific: they flow readily into the rushing

stream of talk. However, it is possible to identify recipes by lifting out a

sample of the flow--a bucket of the liquid, so to speak, and examine the
4

-contents. From the statement so extracted, one can infer a recipe based upon

the general content of the water. Simply extracting flows is not sufficient:

the recipe emerges only when the contents of the pail are set into a broader

framework. All that we could assume is that persons in networks share some

recipes in common. Thus, a formal organizational network might have common

recipes about the purpose of the organization and how it,should operate; an

informal sorority might have a shared set of recipes about what is worthwhile

leisure time, and so forth.

What we discovered when we took a series of statements by subjects and

located them within the overall social context, was that we could infer
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recipes. The test of the recipe was.to be found in the scripts hat 4

followed. Without the-recipe, he actions made no sense.. For example, one

respondent,described a foith oming meeting of a community group interested in

education. In o4,discussion,. she assumed a share knowledge of past group'

activities to sueport millage campaigns; a shared understanding of the power

of GM in Pontiac; a common agreement about the importance of education;

,simller feelings about the value of school desegregation; and, a common

1 allegiance to a set"Vf moral values, such as honesty, integrity, and.concern

about children. Atl of these were implicitun4erstandings. fn'the

discussion, respondent explained that if the other members of the group

had political motives, she would withdraw her support. The statement standing

alonemadelittlesense.However, we could infer.a recipe from the statement

(and many others) that explained her comments. The recipe vas" basically that
fct

'school study groups often have hidden agendas.

Locating,recipes by predicting actions in a given situation is after all,

what we do in ordinary interaction. When people know each other well, they

can almost "guess" what the other would say. .We often have heard statements

Vabout "well you know what x would say or do," that is what they will tell you,

etc. We used this predictive indicator as the criteria tor locating recipes,

tw and-then for testing how wideix they were within a network.

1 'In a sense, recipe knowledge fits very well with the garbage can model in

decision making. In this modet March and Olsen (1976) argue that there is

little connection between problems, solutions and decisions. We believe that

recipes, like decisions, do not follow step-by-step from one person to another

but rather in a untidy, disjointed-and confused way from one to another. Just

as there are four streams of problems,, solutions, participants, and choice

4 1
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opportunities in organizational decision making, so there are several flows of

recipes, participants, and events in a network that usually do not all come

together.

Two characteristics of cbmmunications flowing along informal social

networks are related to innovation and decision making. First, such

communication is oral, and secondly, it is trusted. Although stated simply,

the impact of these ch4ci stids are complicated and important.

.. Oral messages are redundant, simplified, specific,-and fused with a host

of sensory effects, such as voice tone, delivery styles,and timing. Speakers

provide many ues that assist in interprefing messages. B:ecause the oral
;

message is usually salient, it produces relevant information. At the same

time, oral, communication is easily misunderstOod. It is generally taken out

of a larger context,js distorted from speaker to speaker, and is contaminated

with a host of ot.her implicit messages. In cOritrast, written statements are

more fixed and.permanent: they 4re less subject ,to distortion and

redundancy.. Formal organizations rely upon written proc ures or rules and

contracts to develop routine methods of interacting," WritCen comments are

difficult to live with because Oley do not allow the excepti ns, they require

frequent reikterpretation; often they are difficult to understand, they do not

provide guidance for an unusual case; and result'in endless red tape. Oral*

communications, in contrast, are mire responsive pad direct.

Trust in an essential component Of emergent networks. In practice, the'

person sending an oral message has an opportUnity to frame that message in

familiar language by interpreting phenomena and translating it into simpler
2

more personal language. Moreover, if the speaker is known, the receiver can

evaluate the information received in light.of other characteristics .of the

o.
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speaker. There
,

are other clues, such as 6lose Goffman calls ftfooting" or

changes in our stance -- both physical posture and oral shifts in tone.

'Another characteristic that we utilized to identifyrecipe's was that of
410

redundancy: .a trusted recipe is repeated many times. at is used, often

unconsciously, in a variety of similar situations. Eo some degree, then, we

,can quantitatively docUment the recipes used. Th limited, however,

because we can only obtain some samples of network conversation. The dynamic

and negotiated characteristics of interaction that.normally occur are

difficult to record except through participant observation. Furthermore, the

more sensitive and personal the information flowing,ithe,less likely it will

be captured on tape when respondents are asked.if the researcher can record

conversations. We have feceived permission from respondents to tape

conversations and interviews, and we have also recorded formal oral messages,

The essence of informal network communication had been closed to us. (The use

f taping devices withoUt respondent permission is, in our view, unethical and

inappropriate for scientific inquiry.) As a result, we have relied upon field

notes, using traditional anthropological techniques, to recall the oral

exchanges.

Because trust is related to lamiliarity, the status of persons, especially
4 rr
. in emergent networks, is.amportant. Master status such as race,

. -

occupation effect trust. For example, we note a "black" netwoik in PonEiac

Open to all blacks by virtue of race and closed to most whites except those

' who are trusted. Membership is ascriptive, but it is also based ,upon a share

Culture: recognition that, in America, black people continue to experience
ivois

similar kinds of constraints in white society. A"black person may not seek

the black network, but can use it if desired.



An example for the field explains the importance of recipes. Respondents
. '

frequently told us that they are going to a weting "to see what was going

on." More specifically, they explained that newspaper accounts were not
-

reliable, official documents and reports were not relevant and the little

'flimportant" information was to be found in written communication. From their

view', the best way to capture reality was to meet someone direqtly and talk.

This led to understanding or seeing.

Although these observations about the nature of oral and trusted

communication flows in networks are neither original or profound, they

emphasized the importance of network flows. Experiences are reinterpreted and

made more familiar in the process of transmission. Oral communications

flowing along networks are major features of the social construction of

reality and provide the dominant mode of transmitting change or resisting

change. In'other works, recipes are cOgnitive devices with social roots. '

Recipes are always translations; they interpret rti.t,y and become working'

codes. In additir, recipes are the foundations of ideOlogies because they

fit into basic assumptions that are already in the individual's repertoire.

Recipes alseftovide a form of shorthand -- like the formula, they provided a

way of talking that drastically abbreviates materials. In addition, recipes

have a highly emotional component; they are believed and trusted; they are

objects of faith. Moreover, they are thought to be true because they have

worked in the past; And they have successfully led to.anticipated outcomes.

Therefore, recipes are worth preserving and grant perceptual protection to
'

those who hold them for a long time.

Emergent networks are often slippery structures that do not stay in fixed

position long enough for tgngible products to be passed from one contact to
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another.- Moreover, in ordinary social interaCtion, there is an "ebb and

flow," a movement'that is expressed through conversations and other forms of

communication.

they

2
We Selieve that recipes deal with hdth turbulence and complexity because

ce uncertainty by providing trusted information through the netWork.

As a result, uncertainty, emotional overload and confusion become tolerable

and manageable'. In dur view, the analytic unit of recipes makes it possible

to link networks, open systems, and network flows, together. According *to

Zuhmann (1980): ,

Systems generated and operating through the
constitution, experiencing and communication of
meaning are particularly flexible, open ended and
capable of particularly sophisticated and selective
ways. (xi)

Recipes are useful for many reasons. There most obvious function is td .

A

sort out material--to shift through information and to provide a code.

Another'function is that'of integrating the group witilin the network. For

example, the recipe is the shared assumption and the agreed upon rules of

behaviorthat, can keep the units together. A third function of recipes is to

reaffirm the experience of the person; recipes not only make sense out of

reality, but also assure'him/her that the interpretation of events is

worthwhile. Thus, recipes reduce uncertainty. One could almost say that

social recipes--like,those used in cooking--may be evaluated by their

simplicity, predictability, accessibility, and eccinothy.

In addition to these functioni, recipes define situations, both past 'and

present. . From this, individuals are given the means of dealing with problems

inherent in all cultural systems: hewildermeni, emotional pain, and moral

'concefns: (Holzner and Marx, 1980) Although such features 6f human existence
,
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cannot be removed, the recipes provide ways in which they can be confronted,

borne, and to some degree explained.

Talk is never clear and straightforward: it always carries a variety of

meaning packages. That Is why it is so difficult to interpret. Yet to' -

netlect the flOws leaves ^S.terile:structural,maps in network analyses. Geertz

(1980) has explairied the problem facing social scientists yho'try to combine

the two major constructs of social science: culture (meaning) and social

structure:

"in order to avoid having to regard ideast, concepts,

values and expressive forms either as shadows cast by
the organizaton of society upon the hard surfaces of
history or as the soul of history whose progress is
but the working out of their internal dialect, it has
proved necessary to regard them as.independent buE

not self-sufficient forces--as acting and having \

their impact only within specific social contexts 6.,
which they adapt, by which they are stimulated, but
upon which they have, to a greater or lesser degree,
a determining influence."

He poines out that the eruaiveness of meaning has made this far more

difficult to Understand. Yet we believe that if we conceive of network flows

across canals, rather than in terms of fixed exchanges that occur at

instances in cOntact points, we are further ahead in grasping the

elusiveness, complexity and fluidity of what is happening. Because recipes

force us to relate talk to context and networks, we'have found them useful,

particularly in understand,ing emergent networks, arild in understanding the

"work" of nets.
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Chapter Two

THE WORK OF NETS: A REVIEW OF RESERACH LITERATURE

We began to examine-network literature systematically to discover what'

other researchers had discovered about the work of nets. The range of this
1

literature is extensive and difficUlt to compare systematically. Instead of

developing an elaborate discussion of the literature, we are listing "terse

'conclusions," or one statement sentences that summarize findings. We are

following the lead of Bernier and Yerkey (1979) who suggest such a format for

all.researchers to simplify comparisions of data, stimulate cross

fertilization between different,scientific fields, and to develop cogency.

Just as we employ key works to retreive data in existing systems, they suggest

that weja-hould consider terse conclusions as a way of retreiving and making

information more effective.

A useful starting point to examine the work of nets is the 1971

-bibliography, Community-Network-LommUnication, edited by Barry,Wellman and

Marilyn Whitaker This gives a state-of-the-art assessment through 1971.
2

Some dominant themes listed in-the bibliography were the following: (1) the

importance of the extended ftmily and particularistic ties contradict Parsons'

'

assertions about the isolated nudlear family
3

; (2) neighboring.studies

challenge social science literature prominent in the sixties'on what Wellman

now calls "the commrity lost theme" or by Maurice Stein on the "eclipse" of

community;
4

and (3) there was a popular interest in the shift from urban to

suburban residency. A series of sorting-out studies, most notably by Gans and

Berger,*documented how suburban dwellers created social arrangements based

,5
upon similar social characteristcs rather than geographic location. A
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powerful disclaimer came from this research; physical planning does not

determine social relationships. Rather, physical sites discourage or

encourage social factors in a situation. 6
Another research interest,

participation in voluntary associations, yielded complex conclusions. For

example, leagth af residence was not related to participation in some cases,

but was in others; education and work history appeared to be salient factors

most of the time, but there were significant exceptions. 7
Finally, the

bibliography documented a growing interLt in ponkspatial communities and-a

recognition that communication and transportation technologi had transformed .

the forms of social interaction. 8

Three othgr themes were.present but nbt emphasized in the bibliography.

Anderson ana Kanter both noted ttra\the transient quality of ties did not

affect their usefulness in providing support, even when relationships were

short-lived. Secondly, the possibility of studying social structure

through netwo'rk Analyses was recognized by only a few scholars.
11

Thirdly,

the ,concept of community as a system of social relationships and communicatiop

systems as the heart of urban structures were emphasized. The last theme

suggested the strong link between neiwork and structural analysis that

dominated network researcb during the seventies.

Wellnian and Whitaker conCluded that "the task of overthrowing Louis Wirth

has been well accomplished"; thattwe needed more information on intimate ties

and the nature of the formal structure of networks, as well as more

understanding of the impact of communication on both community and network.

In examining the literature since 1971, we asked two questions: what is

the utility of networks--what do they do, and secondly, what is the effect of

networks. Within these two questions we asked a subsidiary question: what is
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the utility of networks for science, and what particular network effects have

an impact on persons or organizations.

I. What is the utility of network analyses for scientific investigation?

Social network analyses:

1. pose questions and search for answers in terms of structured

connectivity; (Wellman, 1980)

2. represent the essential features of structure parsimousily.

(Holland/Leinhardt)

3. permit the use of powerful, deductive analytic features of structural

mathematics to state and test theory. (Holland/Leinhardt)

4. proVye a common language for the exchange of information amOng various

academic disciplines and helping professions. (Ratcliffe)

5. make cummunication structures visible, understandable and a manageable

variable. (Rogers and Kincaid)

6. may become a major unifying framework Ln clinical practice. (Erickson,

-1

G.)

7. may serve as an analytical viewpoint. (Erickson, G.)

8. may be a scheme for problem location. (Rogers and Kincaid) (Erickson, 8.)

9. may serve as an arena of practice and research. (EriEkson)

10. help to ocus upon relatioriships of information exchange as units of

anayls76.-(Rogers and Kincaid)
'

11. can be Used to investigate the larger social system with which

individuals interact. (Tolsdorf)

12. can move systematically between macro and micro levels of social

analysis. (Hammer, Anderson )
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13. can reflect anthropological idterest in reactions process, phenomena,

and generatiye-models. (Wolfe)

14. emphasize the structural forms that allocate access to scare resources.

4(Wellman)

15. explain the behavior a elements by- appealing to specific features of

the interconnections among elements. (Noble)

16. canbe an ideoloiy stressing person to person communicaton and

nonhierarchial exchanges. (Tranet)

17. may be used for the ,study of social class. (Barnes)

18. may be a means for studying the influence
of the environment in the

behavior of individuals. (Barnes)

19. can make Simmel's sociology of freedom an-C1 constraint more real.

(Breiger)

24. make it possible to investigate differences within and between societies

systematically..(Poucke)

21. suggeet levels of an lysis. (Harary and Batell)

22. reflect limitation or constraints on behavior. (Leinhardt)

23. 'capture classic social concepts in substantive empirical research.

(Ratcliffe)

24. have stimulated research in the social antecedents of specific

disorders. (Ratcliffe).

25. have stimulated research on,the use of lay-and professional services.

(Ratcliffe)

26. have stimulated research on the development of innovation and prevefilive

intervention. (Wellman, 1981)

27. encourage analysis of support in a broader context. (Wellman, 1981)
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28.. illustrate' strength and symmetry in the availability of difre-ient

resources. (Wellman, 1981)

294,-J link interpersonal ties to.large scale phenomena. (Wellman)
4

41t'

is the utility of social network's for individuals or organizations?

Netw&rht:

1. provide the mechanism for linking specialized activitiet and units with

each other. (Craven/Wellman) ft

2. serve as delivery systems to help meet the demands for goods and services

in the community,. (Galaskiewicz)

3. can be a neighborhood power base for economic and political activities.

(Barnes)

4. are.active attempts by urbanites to control system resources. (Wellman,

1980)

5. can be a political resource to encourage communication of relevant

information. (Rosenbaum) .

6. can facilitate mobilization of resources among different individuals.

(ROtenbaum)

7. lessen the likelihood of internal division within a community in the face

of externally imposed policies. (Rosenbaum)

8'. enable one member of,a community to gain access to the resources of

others. (Rosenbaum)

9. reduce the likelihood of duplication of effort and wasted energy among

'members. (Rosenbaum)

10. allow less experienced participants to drao upon the insights of more

experienced one. (Rosenbaum)
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Ilb serve as mediating structures for low income and working class

'communities (Lineberry/Watson)

12. make urban irriety a source of strength, not chaos. (Craven/Wellmen)

13. may bee means of controlling urban resources..(Wellman,
1981)

14. can be effective for social control. (Sarason)

15, can undermine self esteem and a sense of identity. (Shulman)

16. can withhold resources and information. (Shulman)

17. can uphold deviant values and,be disruptive (Shulman)

18 can be a way of reaching for,further, collaboration without encountering, .

problems of respect or recognition that arise in formal situations.

(Darnovsky)

19. can be important in forming decision makIng coalitions-where city

government is large and powerful and structurally complex. (Galaskiewicz)

20: can effect the spread of urban values.and behayior from drban to rural

areas. (Colson/Scudder)

21. can provide a viable institutional base fpr a community (Glasgow)

22. can be used for upwird mobility.'(Ostow)

23. can be used to insure control through kin distant ties and reduce the

a

strength of political opposition. (Bodgmann)

24. can be used to insure compatibilit in work situitions,. (Graved).

25. can.be a mechanism for economic survival. (Lomnitz)

26. can provide urban migrants with information. (Guillemin)

27. can provide urban migrants with access to marginal work positions,

housing and friendship. (Guillemin)

28. can provide information for migration. (Coombs)

29. can provide direction to migration. (Katz)
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30. can,put users in toueh with, those who can lend_household items or

facilitate holiday visits and initiate,food and lodging. (Osterrich)

31. can be used by successful, migrants in different organizational settings.

'(Howard)

,

32. can function to give emotional aid, information and material resources.

Ensel)

..33. can give participants helpful feedback for maintaining sound behavioral

practices. (Dean, Lin, Ensel)

34. "can reduce the asymetry of roles in professional helping by the-
.

mObilization of mutual helping persons. (Shapiro)

P 's
35. can provide-affettion, approval, advice, respect, understanding, money,

fondness, empathy, and support when ill. 4 Antonucci, Depner)

36. can exchanie.knowledge, services, products, Personnel and other resodrcea

in order to accomplish some Common goal. (Attenave)

37. can-assist in coordination, client referrai, and other

interorginiza6.onal eeforts. (Wigand)

-38. can allow participation by marginals ancl reduce risk. (Steinberg)

,39. can reduce duplication, coordinate services and create a better

-
understanding of protettive service procedures and options. (Wink, Basing)

,

40. can transmit rumors, diffusion of innovation,-information and classify

coimpunication patterns into roles. (Wigand)

41. can assist change'by K ioviding a tension between nner end outer forces.

(Goodlad)

42.4can provilde information about new construction apportunities through
1" 4

correspondence with families: (DentOn)

43. can bring other scientists into a large network of ingluence and
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,

communication through ties with productive scientists. (Crane)

44. can reduce risks and make assistance available, thereby making a

migration target more attractive. (Coombs)

45. can be instrument's of cOntrol and manipulation as in interlocking

directorates. (Fennema, Schiff)

.^
46. can be channels, of communication in interlocking directorates. (Fennema,

Schiff)

III. What are the effects of networks on persons and organizations?

Networks:

1. effect diffusion of influences and ..nformation. (Granovetter)

2. effect mobility opportunities. (Granoveeter)

3. effect cOmmunity organization. (Granovetter)-

4. act as symbolic markeis of different evels of consumption (Pickvance)

5. .affect status by permitting access to recourses. (Lin/Dean/Ensel044usig)

6. assist or restrain'access to secondary resources, such as information

mutual aid and influence. (Walker)

provide mechanisms r linking specialized activities and units.
%

,(Craven/Wellina0)

8. affect conjugal decision making through participation in extra-family

networks. (Lee)

9. affect families through selection, role segregation, marital stability,,

migration and residential stability. (Lee)

10. influence" divorce/custody battle processes through conflicts over

suppqrt. (Tolsdorf, 1978)

11. are a factor ir family cohesion through economic linkages.

VS 56.
4o'
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(Lomnits/Lizaur)..

ep

12. create opportunities for parents to interact with school personnel.

(Steinberg)

13. reduce family,violence to some degree.'(Cazenave/Straus)

14. affect outcomes in serious illness. (Hammer)

15. affect marital staisfaction. (Hurd/Pattison)

16. affect residential location. (Anderson, 1974)

17.. affect the way that migrants deal with moving and relocating.

(Shulmanibiass)

1.8. exclude members of an ethnic-troup from needed resources and act as

blocks to upward mobility. (Aridersonaaird)

19. channel newcomers into particular jobs wach then become ethnic

specializations. (Herman)

20. help realign networks in new environments. (Vasiliadis).

21. a're an indiciation of independence and community health. (Warren)

22. increase the vulnerability of older peragons'to physical or mental

breakdown if supportative ties are deficient. (Pilisuk/Minkler)

23. promote mental health. (Weinberg)

24. reduce motivation to seek professional mental health treatment. (Grosser)

25. effect a range of health conditions as diverse as complications of

pregnancy, hea4h atta6ks,,, recovery from cancer and even overall

longevity. (Hammer)

26. are used for survival by less impoverished people. (Norris)

--
27. arouse, modulate and resolve anxiety. (Pattison, Llamas, Hurd)

28. are a resource Ior those who know who can do what in networks. (Coxin)

29. promote the regular flow of information. (Vriedkin)
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30. increase influence among organizations with the largest number of

reciprocal relations: (Anderson, R.)

31. meet social needs unmet by proscribed social roles. (Tichy)

1f32. are an important determinant of an organization's recruitment strategies.

(Snow/Zurcher/Ekland-Olsen)

IV. What special characteristics ol networks are useful?.

1. Power is an attribute of liosition in network structure. (Cook/Emerson)

2. Networks of durable links areusually close knit.and reciprocal. (Shulman)

3. There is a tendency to form direct connections out of indirect ones and

to limit the number of direc nnections formed or maintained at any

given time. (Hammer)

4. Leveling coalitions are used to reduce the power of an individual and are

recruited from existing networks. (Thurman),

5. Densely knit, bounded solidarity networks help powerless persons conserve

and control existing internal resources but limit the ability of members

to acquire external resources. (Wellman)

6. BalanCe in network development is dependent on both compatibility

(tension which holds the network together) and'confrontation

(comprestion) which moves network building forward. (Judge)

7. Low-densities in large networks may be associated with more strixtural

cohesion than higher densities in small netwdrks. (Friedkin)

,8. The major structural condition that governs intergroup relations is the

degree of connection. (Blau)

9. Clustering suggests the notion of latent, strained, reinforced and free -
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social relationships: (Davis)

la. The variety.and number of a ciey's external links have a negative effect

on the occurrence of city-wide associations-. (Turk/Hanada)

11. The more central the community, the less cohesive the local

interorganizational network, the more frequent isolated organizations,

the greater nUmber of clusters differentiated by sub-cultural

identifications rather then institutional affiliations, the lower

cohesion and isolation. (Caulkins)

12. The city's extra local network can predict the activity level of new

interorganizational networks. (Turk)

13, A variety of ties and uneven network density provides a structural base

for urbanities to deal with contingencies but does not lead to communal

soliiiarity. (Wellman)

14. Kin ties are modt'active to organize redources but reduce close ties to

,the communities and connectedness of kin who remain at home. (Ostow)

15. Nelwork centrality can be a better predictor of contactsf,and activism in

the community than personal attributes, technical resources and skills or

.

status and autonomy in personal occupations. (Miller)

16. High density networks reflect stages of life and produce norm enforcing

groups. (Cubitt)

17. Loose knit networks are more likely to utilize formal sources of social

control and support than tight knit networks. (Horowitz)

18. Health is related to the availability of supportive ties as measured by

the number of ties in the network; the frequency of contact; and the

differential presence of kin or'friend in these support networks.

4
. (Wellman)
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19. Neurotic and psychotic patients have fewer direct links than non

patients. (Wolfe)

20. Stressed persons have more parsimonious networks than someone not under

stresi. (Flament)

21. Schizophrenics are isolated: their networks are small-and not

connected. (Sokolovsky, Cohen, Berger, Geiger)

22. Low energy networks can disseminate information among persons in similar

status (e,g., superintendents) but networks for change mus e open, made

up of_persons who are treated as equals and have intense commitment and'

high energy. (Goodlad)

23. Information going over weak ties (localVridges) is often novel and

important to the groups involved but bridges do not guarantee a regular

flow of novel and important information. (Friedkin)

24. Weak ties effect the diffusion of innovation, criss-crossing ties affect

the peace-fulness of sotial relations, density effects social restraint.

(Flap)

25. Poorly connected networks contain schisms and barriers that slow

diffusion and channel its paths. (Berry)

26. High density networks are related to life stages. (Truex)

27., Occupational, partisan and -iffectiye ties are importan. in founding

organizations. (Lemieux/Fortin)

28. Authority networks-show greater change over time than sOcial friendship

netwo . (Roberts/O'Reilly)

29. All persons (in the sample) can be interconnected by four acquaintances.

(Pool/Kocken)

30. Boys formed loose knit teams of competitive players whereas girls form
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Close knit circles for noncompetitive games of intimate conversational

exchange. (Tichy)

31. Close knit networks are more at risk providing suppore to others that

those in loose knit networks because they are most vulnerable to death or

disruption. (Hurd/Llama/Mansell)

32. Ties appear most active when they serve to organize resources. (Ostow)

33. Low density networks can provide more support as_a crucial mediatoe

betweem personal values and social competencies, on one,hand, and

environmental variables on the other. (Hirsch) \

34. Netwqrk exchanges can be mutually exploitative, mutually considerate,

mutually benevolent, mutually hostile, and conside6te-benevolent.

(Ridley/Avery)

35. Charismatic groups were found to have highly connected, interlocking,

reciprocated bonds of positive affect and not disjointed, transitive,

multi-level power herarchies. (Bradley)

To summarize some of the thems in the literature review, we-can say the

following:

Networks hold promise of providing a common scientific language to view

social structure. They emphasize communication links among social ties within

a larger framework. As a structural metaphor, networks impose order on social

relations, and for any given moment of time, perMit a researcher to map social

relationships. Indii:duals and organizations canwse network associations to

mobilize resources, to exchange a variety of goods (informatiori, moral

- support, assistance), and to understand dependencey relationships. Networks

effect people by restraining or facilitating access to others, and hence',: to

resources. From a systems viewpoint, networks build cohesion out of
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variability by connecting units. This cohesive ability sUggests that networks

'are important mechanisms for handling complexity and turbulence.
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